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Abstract—It has been proven that adopting the “one size fits one” approach has better learning outcomes than the “one size fits all” one. A customized learning experience is attainable with the use of learner models, the main source of variability, in adaptive educational hypermedia systems or any intelligent learning environment. While such a model includes a large number of characteristics which can be difficult to incorporate and use, several standards that were developed to overcome these complexities.

In this paper, the proposed work intents to improve learner’s model representation to meet the requirements and needs of adaptation. We took IMS-LIP, IMS-ACCLIP and IMS-RDCEO standards into consideration and incorporated their characteristics to our proposed learner model so that it conforms to international standards. Moreover, the suggested learner model takes advantage of the semantic web technologies that offer a better data organization, indexing and management and ensures the reusability, the interoperability and the extensibility of this model. Furthermore, due to the use of ontologies, the metadata about a learner can be used by a wide range of personalization techniques to provide more accurate customization.
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1 Introduction

E-learning has moved from traditional content delivery approaches to a personalized, adaptive and learner-centered knowledge transfer. While massive open online courses, learning management systems and other standard e-learning platforms follow the “One size fits all” principle, disregarding user needs and preferences and offering the same courses to all students, adaptive hypermedia and other intelligent adaptive learning environments better match the expectations of each learner apart, by identifying his skills, goals and learning methods and adapting the courses and the interfaces to his own level, rhythm, and preferences.

It is claimed that hypermedia systems meet the objective of adaptation and are a suitable and effective option for providing personalized learning paths and appropriate intervention in selecting and displaying each learning object or activity in line with the
learners’ individual differences. This adaptation is essentially based on a meticulous design of the learner model, which is the core component of any adaptive learning system. It incorporates all the learner’s pedagogical and psychological characteristics that are necessary for the system to identify the learner (knowledge, learning styles, psychological states, etc.), which guarantees an accurate and proper performance.

Recent developments in the semantic web have captivated researchers on using these technologies for developing adaptive e-learning systems (i.e. learner modeling, domain knowledge representing, etc.). From this perspective, the semantic web allows the provision of knowledge and learning content in various forms that might be distributed over a heterogeneous network but with semantic links to each other. It provides annotation based on the semantics of learning resources, easy restructuring of learning design of the learning system and individual delivery of learning materials, which enhance the interoperability, collaboration, content exchange and reuse [1].

“The Semantic Web is an extension of the current web in which information is given well-defined meaning, better enabling computers and people to work in cooperation.” [2]. It allows web content to be read, processed and interpreted by humans and machines accurately [3]. Moreover, it provides a framework based on formal logic for structured, distributed and extensible knowledge. The objective of the semantic web is to enable expressing information from the web in a natural and formal language that can be interpreted by intelligent agents. Which enables them to locate, share and integrate information in an automated manner [4].

Semantic Web building blocks are ontologies. They have become a key enabling technology in several fields and are widely used in domains such as the semantic web, artificial intelligence and, in general, wherever there is a need to structure the concepts of a domain [5]. Ontologies provide a suitable mean for representing knowledge due to their flexibility and extensibility in designing concepts and their relationships. An ontology can be defined as “a formal and explicit specification of a shared conceptualization” [6][7], which means that an ontology should capture and share consensual knowledge and should be defined declaratively, structured and machine interpretable and assessable.

We can find in the literature that using ontologies to model the user profile has already been proposed in various applications like web search [8], personal information management [9], human resource management [10] and healthcare [11]. Several attempts have been made to implement ontological learner models in the adaptive educational systems. [12] present an ontology network-based student model the structuring and representation of a student model called ON-SMMLLE. It combines the student model ontology with student independent ontologies and organizes the information obtained from the student model in accordance with standard specification. [13] propose a system to improve knowledge management and representation of associated data based on an ontological learner model that uses the VARK learning model to align learner to proper paths of learning. [14] suggest an ontology model called OntoSakai to represent LMS users’ context. [15] present an ontological learner modeling to organize the educational information in Healthcare Human Resource Management in Romania. [16] used fuzzy logic and Ontology techniques to model the student’s learning behavior to enhance the system’s adaptability. [17] outline an ontology-based student model for
distance learning students. That can be used as an integral ITS module and can be easily accessed from a web-based application. [18] describe learners’ model ontology for creating personalized e-Learning systems based on learner’s abilities, learning styles, prior knowledge and preferences. [19] introduce a semantic learner model based on the FOAF ontology to support automation of the process of grouping students and preserve at the same time each learner’s personal needs and interests.

2 Basic Concepts

The aim of adaptive e-learning environments is to offer, using the data picked in the learner model, more suitable learning tasks and create learning materials adapted to particular student characteristics, with the intention of making him learn better, easier and faster.

2.1 Learner model

The learner model is a data structure used to describe, record, track, retrieve and update learner’s characteristics which may be relevant for adaptive learning. It is the key item in any adaptive E-Learning system. It aims to provide educational resources in a way that meets the needs and expectations of each learner [20]. More specifically, this model provides the necessary information about each learner to the environment to facilitate the learning process and the acquisition of knowledge, the learning path and interface adaption and suitable feedback and support providing [21].

Unlike the learner profile, which is a collection of personal information about the learner recorded without any description or interpretation, the learner model consists of a higher level of abstraction and modeling of this stored information. Researchers claim that in order to provide customization in any e-learning system, it is crucial to store not only the learner’s elementary characteristics (e.g. personal information, abilities, prior and current knowledge, goals) in the learner model, but rather catch, as faithfully as possible, the student’s psychological state, preferences and reasoning process [22] [23].

2.2 Learner model representation

While adaptation requires knowledge about learners, the learner model contains explicitly modeled assumptions that represent the learner’s characteristics which are pertinent to the system. The constituents of a learner model are arranged differently in accordance with the design of the environment. There are several techniques for modeling the learner and refining this model. An overview of some of them is presented in the following.

One widely adopted approach for learner modeling is the social model or Stereotypes. It allows the classification of all distinct learners of an adaptive system in several predefined groups based on shared characteristics. Then the system will adopt the same behavior with all the learners belonging to the same group [24].
The most common representation of a learner model is the overlay model [25]. It represents a learner's knowledge as a subset of the domain knowledge that represents individual subjects and concepts. While the differential model [26], a variant of the overlay model, sheds light on the gaps between the concepts covered by learner current knowledge and the concepts that should be mastered at the end of the course. Therefore, for both cases, the system will provide the learner with educational material until it covers the needed concepts to reach a certain learning objective (expert's knowledge). These models are inadequate for modeling advanced systems due to their inability to represent the erroneous knowledge that the learner can acquire. In contrast to overlay and differential models, error, buggy, and perturbation learner models represent incorrect beliefs that learners may hold and incorporate information about possible misconceptions or bugs and take into account all incorrect knowledge of the learner to provide suitable advice to correct his mistakes [27]. Yet those models are more powerful but are much harder to develop.

Other widely used approaches are the probabilistic models: Fuzzy logic [28] and Bayesian networks [29] differ from classical set models as they allow representing uncertainty. They improve the accuracy and efficiency of the process of observation and analysis of action sequences. And since there is no direct interaction between the teacher and the student, the presence of uncertainty in the diagnosis of the learner is increased, so, due to their ability to easily represent human concepts, the integration of one of these in the learner model to anticipate the learner’s future behavior and performance, improves the adaptability of the system.

And last but not least, ontologies are becoming the typical approach of knowledge representation and have a lot of benefits in this area [30]. They have been proven to be effective means, in the knowledge management field, for describing data within a specific domain in a semantic way [31].

Unlike traditional data structures that only provide a structure for data instances storage, ontologies can express extremely complex relationships between the concepts they represent. They store content in a machine-readable format so as to be perceptible to the human and the machine, which enhance the parsing capabilities. In one hand, owing to their reasoning and inference abilities, they allow new knowledge extraction. In the other hand, they allow the formal representation of abstract concepts and properties to ensure reusability, extensibility, and interoperability of content over the web.

2.3 Learner model elicitation

In order to derive learner model information, adaptive learning systems usually solicit the user directly via forms, quizzes, and menus (static acquisition), as the communication flow between the learner and the system requires direct feedback from the learner. Another way to gather this information is through inferring data based on the user’s interactions with the system during the learning sessions (dynamic acquisition). The system can mine information from the actions logs by applying machine learning techniques [32]. There are also systems that use a hybrid approach that combines these two approaches (static initialization and dynamic update).
3 Learner's Features Taxonomy

Numerous researches claimed that an accurate definition the learner’s characteristics influences and increases considerably the capability and efficiency of learning activities [33] [34] [35].

In the following, we outline a taxonomy of the potential features and characteristics that can describe a learner based on the investigation of existing learner model structures and the analysis of the needs.

Different adaptive systems store different data about users according to the objective of the adaptation. In our case, the user is a learner, so the system should be able to answer questions such as: What is the name of a learner? What is her/his educational level? What is her/his motivational status? What's her/his learning style? What type of media does she/he use for interaction? Or how well does she/he master a certain topic?

As there is an exhaustive choice of the learners’ characteristics that can be incorporated in the student model, the selection of the appropriate ones is required. Consequently, we have to select only the necessary and relevant ones in the context of the Moroccan higher education system. We can cite:

- **Personal profile**: Deals with basic personal information about the learner such as name, first name, age, email, username and password, affiliation, educational level, and deficiencies.
- **Knowledge**: Includes learner’s background and acquired skills and knowledge level that are specific to a domain. This information can be evaluated via tests and questionnaires during the learning session. Moreover, it includes domain independent knowledge such as computer mastery, mastered languages and other official certificates.
- **Errors**: Are mistakes that can be defined as non-recurring bad answers, that learners can easily fix by themselves.
- **Misconceptions**: Refer to the correct execution of an incorrect procedure and erroneous conceptions or mistaken notions that are symptomatic of a faulty line of thought.
- **Goals**: Learning goals of the learner defined in terms of knowledge and/or skills to acquire either at the end of the course or during the learning session.
- **Assessment**: Learner’s taken tests and evaluations, the obtained scores, the acquired knowledge, and level of mastery [36].
- **Preferences**: Different preferences regarding the different aspects of the learning environment such as the coloring scheme, the fonts and the size of the text.
- **Learning styles**: Designate the learning choices and learning differences that affect how a learner collects and deals with the learning objects [37] [38].
- **Motivational states**: The adaptive learning environment should interpret the motivation level of the learner and adapt its behavior to their state and assign suitable tasks in response to these emotions. Motivation is measured using parameters such as the effort, interest, boredom, distraction, and persistence, etc. [39].
• **Cognitive abilities**: Refer to intellectual skills or the mental process to acquire knowledge such as attention, knowledge, memory, perception, concentration, collaboration skills, decision making, reasoning, and critical thinking.

4 **Current Learner Model Standards Benchmark**

Standardization doesn’t address only the learning objects, but also the learner information and so, learner characteristics should be well defined to ease their use in different platforms of e-learning and to grant a more accurate personalization.

Moreover, standards allow reducing variability in data models used to maintain learner profile records. Within this context, researchers in the educational field have deeply investigated those characteristics and attempted to model the learner data in a formal way that promotes reuse and interoperability.

Several standardization institutions such as the IEEE Learning Technology Standards Committee and IMS Global Learning Consortium have developed norms to meet that purpose, we review below the most important and most prominent ones.

4.1 **IEEE PAPI Learner (Public and Private Information for Learners) [40]**

Developed by the IEEE LTSC (Learning Technology Standards Committee), is one of the first proposals of a standard framework for constructing and classifying learner’s data. It’s a format which specifies the syntax and semantics of learner records and incorporates the Dublin Core metadata element set.

This specification provides a minimal amount of learner information and aims at supporting the representation, retrieval, and interchange of learner models among different educational systems. And it supplies researchers or developers intending to build a learner model with a foundation for the development of learner models and a standardized and growing source of data.

*PAPI* logically splits the learner information into six distinct and expandable subsets:

- **Learner personal**: Presents the personal information about the learner such as his name, address and email.
- **Learner relations**: Describes the relationships with the other users of the platform such as learners and tutors;
- **Learner security**: Holds the user’s security details and access rights such as passwords, public and private keys;
- **Learner preference**: Indicates information targeted to improve the human-computer interactions and provide the optimum learning experience such as learning styles, preferred language or disabilities;
- **Learner performance**: Refers to the record of the learner’s history and measured performance such as grades, progress and goals that is created and used to offer the most advantageous and appropriate learning path;
- **Learner portfolio**: Aims at presenting and evidencing learner’ achievements and skills by providing a collection of a learner’s accomplishments and experience.
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4.2 IMS Global Learning Consortium specifications

The IMS Global Learning Consortium developed various specifications and guidelines relevant to learner modeling and content and interfaces adaptation to meet the needs of individuals such as:

**LIP (Learner Information Package):** The Learner Information Package (LIP) specification defines an XML structure that describes the essential characteristics of a learner and comprises information comparable to that covered by a learner’s CV for recording and management purposes.

Aiming at exploring learning opportunities for learners, it promotes the interoperability and cooperation between software applications, that use and might need to exchange and share a part of the collection of learner information (both data and metadata), (e.g. learning management systems, knowledge management systems, resumee repositories, or any other e-learning environment) by defining a set of packages that can be used to import and export data from an IMS compliant system.

LIP structures the data into eleven segments that represent the primary data structures that are mandatory to support the learner information. These segments are:

- **Identification:** Describes the personal data on the learner, (name, age, address, email, etc.)
- **Goal:** Provides information about the purpose of the learning task, the intended career and other objectives such as personal goals and aspiration
- **QCL (Qualifications, Certifications & Licenses):** Lists all of the learner’s qualifications, certifications and licenses obtained from recognized authorities
- **Activity:** Contains a description of the learning related activities in any state of completion (training, work experience, etc.)
- **Transcript:** Presents an institutionally-based summary of academic results and achievements
- **Interest:** Describes the learner’s hobbies and recreational activities
- **Competency:** Describes the skills, experience and knowledge acquired, etc.;
- **Accessibility:** Describes general accessibility such as language abilities and preferences, disabilities, eligibility and learning preferences;
- **Security key:** Holds security data of a person, such as passwords, access rights and security keys assigned to a learner;
• **Affiliation**: Represents information records about the professional associations and 
  the organizations where the learner has a membership (work groups);
• **Relationships**: Describes the relationships between core data elements used to store 
  the learner information used in this model.

![ learnerinformation diagram ]

**Fig. 2.** IMS LIP learner information

**ACCLIP (Accessibility for Learning Information Package)**: IMS ACCLIP is one of the first initiatives of the IMS Accessibility Working Group to extend the LIP specification to address accessibility issues and allow learner accessibility preferences to be defined. It adjusts the `<accessibility>` element in IMS-LIP, through discarding the `<disability>` element and including the `<AccessForAll>` one.

The ACCLIP specification is about individualization and customization and is not disability-centric, which means it can be used for both the standard system and the assistive ones. And so, it improves accessibility not only for people with disabilities but also for non-disabled learners by assuming that any learner will have different access preferences depending on any number of factors or constraints like low-bandwidth or small screens. It allows the system to adapt the selection of learning content, its display, and controls to match the learner’s individual needs and preferences by enabling the learner to specify his accessibility preferences for the manner of displaying the resource, the way of controlling it and the form of the delivered content [45].

Accessibility preferences are sorted into three classes: the ones related to the content, those relevant to the content display and those in touch with the control of the content. Content preferences describe alternative or equivalent types of content that the learner might choose such as the audio descriptions instead of the visual content which can be
relevant for the visually impaired or text instead of audio content for those that might not have speakers on hand while learning. Display preferences describe how the learner wants to have the interface and content displayed. Control preferences define alternative ways of handling the device and describe how the learner prefers to control it (standard keyboard/virtual keyboards).

**Fig. 3. IMS AccLIP information model**

**RDCEO (Reusable Definition of Competency or Educational Objective):** IMS RDCEO provides a common specification of learner’s competencies, using unstructured textual definitions, and disregarding the usage context. It defines a minimalist but extensible information model that can be used to describe, reference and exchange definitions of competencies, mainly in the context of e-learning.

This specification supports the representation of competency main characteristics in a formal way (competency includes skills, knowledge, learning outcomes, etc.). Competencies can be those of a career plan or those of a learning plan (e.g. prerequisites representation or learning outcomes definition) and can be associated to a globally unique reference, which grants interoperability between knowledge management systems (e.g. learning systems, human resource systems, skills repositories, etc.).

However, it does not define how competences would be used as part of a learning process, assessed and certified.

The RDCEO Information Model defines four categories to characterize a competency:

- **Identifier:** The unique, permanent and sufficient label to reference the competency in any other system
- **Title:** A short textual description of the competency and is human readable and recognizable
- **Definition:** A structured and optional description that provides a definition of the competency
• **Description**: An optional text-area, interpretable only by a human and which gives a more complete definition of the competency

*Identifier* and *Title* are the only mandatory ones.

### 4.3 FOAF (Friend of A Friend)

Founded by Dan BRICKLEY and Libby MILLER in the mid-2000, *FOAF* is an open source and community-lead project with the goal of linking people and information using the Web. It consists of a Linked Data system expressed using the Resource Description Framework (*RDF*) and the Ontology Web Language (*OWL*), in order to define a machine-readable ontology characterizing people, their interests and activities, documents, organizations, and relationships between them. This specification incorporates useful classes and properties for describing people online and can be easily coupled with other vocabularies, which grants the capture of a valuable collection of metadata[17].

*FOAF* vocabulary is not a standard in the sense of *ISO* or *W3C* Process Standardization, but it is managed by following the style of the *W3C*’s standards work (*XML*, *RDF*, and *OWL*), which makes all *FOAF* documents well-formed *OWL/RDF/XML* documents.

*FOAF* incorporates five basic categories to represent a profile:

- **Person**: Includes a basic description of the learner such as name, age, address, email, etc.;
- **Document and image**: Holds information about a document or an image related to the learner;
- **Organization**: Points to the social institutions the learner is a member of;
- **Online account**: Stores information related to learners’ accounts;
- **Projects and groups**: Stores information about the groups or projects the learner participates in.

### 4.4 EduPerson

Defined jointly by *INTERNET2* and *EDUCAUSE*, *eduPerson* standard is an attribute schema that intends to standardize research and higher educational user and organizational characteristics by providing a practical common list of attributes and definitions for inter-institutional data exchange.

It deals with information similar to the one found in an employee information system (e.g. data about the person and the organization to which he belongs) and incorporates bindings to an LDAP object class designed to facilitate communication between universities, notably to exchange data about people amongst US ones.

And considering that its aims at exchanging data, *eduPerson* provides very detailed descriptions comparing to other standards and allows only authorized users and services to access information and that is done disregarding the location or the manner of storage of the original information.
The learner’s information which is addressed by this standard is classified in the two categories:

- General attributes, which holds learner’s general information about the learner, such as address, name, security settings, and information about the organization the learner belongs to, e.g. name, location, etc.
- Attributes is created to facilitate collaboration and communication between institutions and include learner’s affiliation, learner’s ID, affiliation, etc.

4.5 Comparison of the standards

The table below summarizes the differences between all learner models described above based on their proposed taxonomies and supported features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supported features/aspects</th>
<th>Reference Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PAPI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal data</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competencies</td>
<td>+/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affiliation</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Info portability</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personalization</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recording Achievements</td>
<td>+/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relations and Community building</td>
<td>+/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Styles</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic performance</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preference</td>
<td>+/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disability</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certification</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portfolio</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning objective</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The presentation of the main characteristics of the aforementioned standards confirmed the common belief which states that PAPI and IMS-LIP are the most used and important ones due to the completeness of the plethora of characteristics they offer and features they support. Nevertheless, both standards have some shortcomings. PAPI categories do not allow a detailed description of all the previously stated learner information. While PAPI is a standard that considers the performance information as the most important information about a learner, it neither takes into account learning data (e.g. learning activities) nor covers the goal and competencies categories that can be used for recommendation and filtering techniques. IMS-LIP was able to overcome PAPI imperfections and allows online learning systems to be better adapted to the needs of the learner by proposing a better categorization and adopting a CV alike description.
Although relations to other people don’t figure explicitly in IMS-LIP, they can be represented by relationships between different records using the identification category.

The other IMS specifications (e.g. IMS-ACCLIP and IMS-RDCEO) were developed to serve specific purposes (resp. accessibility and competencies) and propose a better representation of other information that was not raised by IMS-LIP.

EduPerson is the most detailed and suitable for collecting data and transferring it between institutions, but it’s only used to point to documents. FOAF is the only model that explicitly outlines learner’s relations with others and points directly to other learner profiles. But none of them hold any description of performance or preferences which shows that they were not developed to support personalization.

Some of these standards share a set of common learner characteristics. It is a usual practice to produce a learner model combining different learner standards and profiting from their unique benefits and overcome their shortcomings.

5 Learner Model Ontology

Ontologies construction is expected to incorporate methods and techniques used in software engineering. In the development process of our ontology, we followed the [49] method that consists of seven phases as shown in the figure below. These phases aren’t strictly sequential but follow an iterative process.

![Development process of the proposal](http://www.i-jet.org)

Fig. 4. Development process of the proposal

5.1 Development process

Determining the scope of our ontology: In this step, we tried to define the purpose and the coverage of our ontology as it’s very important to define from the beginning what the ontology is going to answer. And we aim to have a simplistic representation and avoid to make the schema overcomplex and unusable and hard to maintain.

We have defined the questions for which the information included in our ontology should provide answers (competency questions) and we used this set of questions as templates we keep in mind before starting the ontology engineering steps.

| Q1 | Which learner’s characteristics should be considered when addressing a learner? |
| Q2 | What’s the knowledge level of learner A in domain B? |
| Q3 | What are the cognitive abilities of learner C? |

Considering reuse: We investigated the learner modeling standards mentioned in section 5 as well as upper, domain-specific, reference ontologies and ontologies that have been validated through use in other applications. We’ve taken into consideration reuse...
in the ontology development in order to save effort and ensure that there will be interoperability between our ontology and other ontologies since that our ontology might have to interact with systems that use other ones. And so, terms that we defined in our ontology can be reused, for example, in job seeking system to define someone’s competencies.

**Enumerating relevant terms**: Basically, we started by enumerating all the important terms in the learner modeling field that we’ll use to build our ontology. We went through articles and standards to dig specific terms, their properties and constraints on these properties. These terms are a starting point to create classes of our ontology.

**Table 3.** Some of the listed terms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learner</th>
<th>Learner style</th>
<th>Disability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Novice</td>
<td>Reflexive</td>
<td>Motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competency</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Certificate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Defining classes and the class hierarchy**: We categorized elements with similar properties to create classes and define the class inheritance. We used a combination of the top-down and bottom-up modes of development: We started with the most pertinent concepts, then specialized the most general ones and organized the specific information that we collected about the individuals in more general classes to create a taxonomic hierarchy of our classes.

**Defining properties**: We defined attributes of instances of each class and their relation to other instances (slots) as well as the relationships that link the classes of characteristics of each class.

To provide the relationships amongst two individuals from given classes, we specify the mutual OWL object properties that are in multiple forms (e.g. *has Affective State* and its inverse property *is Affective State Of*) and we specified datatype properties that are used to link objects to datatypes (e.g. *has Birth Date*, *has Name*).

**Defining property constraints**: After defining classes and properties on these classes we defined constraints on these properties. Constraints are used to limit the set of possible values for a property.

We determined the domain and range of each property as well as its cardinality, value type, minimum, maximum, and default values.

**Creating instances**: We created instances of classes as well as the corresponding slot values in order to specialize classes and populate specific individuals.

5.2 **Our proposal**

The figures below depict the graphical representation of the developed learner ontology, which is a detailed version of the concept hierarchy. It represents a well-structured and shared vocabulary that tends to capture all the concepts presented in section 3 for describing learner profiles and aims at answering queries about learners’ static and dynamic characteristics. Our ontology is compliant with the IMS standards (*LIP, ACCLIP, RDCEO*).
We decided, in our modeling approach, to arrange learner model characteristics into facets. The Learner class is the key concept of our hierarchy as it includes all specific details regarding learners. It’s associated with the corresponding sub-classes through has Profile, has Education and has Personality, object properties.

**Profile:** Is composed of the Identification class (figure 6) and the SecurityKey one. It represents each user’s individual static information that will persist and won’t evolve during sessions such as user’s name, gender, email, etc. which allows the system to identify and address every user. It contains security data of users too, in our case it holds passwords.
Education: Contain asserted and inferred data about learner’s education and is composed of four sub-classes:

- The Affiliation class represents data about the associations and organizations where the learner has a membership (workgroups) such as information about the organization, the membership number and the undertaken role of the learner.
- The QCL class is based on the learner’s previous education and experience and lists all of the learner’s qualifications, certifications, and licenses obtained from recognized authorities. These last have a specific registration number and might have a validation period.
- The Goal class provides information about the personal aspiration, the expected job or career, the aim of the undertaken learning tasks and other objectives.
- The Activity class contains a description of the learning activities and tasks such as a description of the activity, the state of completion and evaluation details.
- The Competency class (figure 7) was created according to the IMS-RDCEO standard and contains descriptions and references of competences. It provides a flexible schema for describing, expressing and exchanging subtle details of competencies, offers different means to assess diverse learner’s aspects such as skills, knowledge, abilities, outcomes, and objectives described in learning or professional fields. Each competence might have a quantitative and/or qualitative assessment.

![Diagram of Competency class](image)

Fig. 7. Competency class

Personality: Represents learner’s accessibility preferences as well as his psychological state and interests.

- The Accessibility class (figure 8) deals with accessibility issues regarding language, eligibility and learning cognitive preferences concerning material display, system control, and the desired content transformations or enhancements.
- The Interest class holds information about learner’s hobbies or recreational activities.
The Psychological State class (figure 9) holds relevant information about learner’s affective states, learning styles and cognitive and metacognitive factors. The system will observe how a learner reacts to these different types of stimuli and use this information to select suitable instructional content and strategies and provide a tailored learning experience. This class, its respective sub-classes and their way of representation have been the subject of a profound study and will be detailed in another paper.
5.3 Scenario

The figure below depicts the use scenario. This scenario describes the actions and reactions between the system and the learner.

When a first-time user accesses the platform, he is asked to register and fill a form about the personal information (name, demographics, contact info), password, qualifications, and interests. Then he is invited to respond to a set of psychologically-oriented questions in order to determine his psychological features such as his learning style and cognitive abilities and adjust his preferences stings via a menu of options to customize the presentation.

Once done, and whether the learner has just completed registration or already has an account and has just logged in, he is requested to define his learning goal and sets for placement pretest to evaluate his knowledge on the field before accessing the course. The system initializes the learner’s knowledge about this field and assigns him a level according to the result of this pretest.

Relying on the previously cited collected information, the system goes on gathering the appropriate course via selecting and combining relevant learning concepts as well as presenting them in a customized way to build the learning activity.

Hence, the learner starts the adapted learning activity that might contain sub-activities and evaluation tasks. Finally, when the course learning activities are completed and all the sub-goals are achieved, the goal is reached and the competency is mastered.

During learning sessions, the system infers data from learner interactions and assessments and updates learner’s information.
5.4 Evaluation and validation of the proposed ontology

We used the reasoner Hermit 1.3.8.413 to evaluate and verify our ontology. A reasoner is a tool used to infer information that is not explicitly contained within the ontology and interpret the semantics of the objects included in an ontology model and to extract information from it. It allows consistency, subsumption, equivalence, instantiation checking of the proposed ontology. The reasoning may be done at different levels. While from the learner’s answer to a question, the learner’s correct or buggy knowledge can be inferred, from learner’s result in assessment, the system can obtain the acquired competency and the degree of mastery and from the assessment’s type learner’s abilities might be deduced (memory, learning speed).
Hermit is an OWL-DL reasoner that offers a set of functionalities to inspect OWL documents such as identifying conflicting axioms by means of the consistency function and grants datatypes verification, model evaluation, anomalies identification, and correction.

The evaluation verifies the syntax and semantics of the refined ontology by considering the scenario and the end users so to have the learner model apt to be incorporated in the adaptive e-learning system.

The result of the reasoner indicates that there is no contradiction between axioms. Which means that the implemented model is in accordance with OWL2QL specifications which are a good compromise between computational weight and expressiveness.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we present an ontology-based approach to model learners enrolled in distance learning. We started from a detailed statement and collection of the academic learner’s characteristics which are considered relevant for adaptation and reviewed the main modeling approaches available in the literature. Then, we studied the current learner modeling standards in educational systems. After that, we described the development process, the scenario and the validation of our proposal.

One of the key benefits of this approach is the integration of semantic rules which once combined with inference mechanisms provide additional knowledge about the learners. The most challenging part of our research has been the selection of the most appropriate characteristics to be included in the ontology that would be, at the same time, compliant with the current learner modeling standards (the IMS standard in our case).

We choose to use ontologies because of their knowledge representation, reuse, sharing and modeling abilities. In an e-learning context, ontologies allow the semantic annotation of data (e.g. learner profiles, educational content) which offers a better data organization, indexing, and management in order to deliver to the learner relevant educational materials according to her/his ontology-based profile. Also, the use of interoperable representation of learner models allows adaptive e-learning systems to build, maintain and update their learner models with data from all of the different systems that the learner uses.

We can exploit the semantics contained in the metadata of the learner model and apply semantic indexing and clustering to group learners that share similar characteristics. This would lead to more accurate resources and learning activities recommendation to learners belonging to the same group and help us to deal with the cold start limitations.

We can take advantage of these semantics to create complementary and supportive pairs or groups when dealing with collaborative learning activities (e.g. having at least a person with a competency that is indispensable to the completion of a project or requesting automatically learners that pursue the same learning goal to join the same forums and discussions.).
In the development of our proposal, we defined several questions that it should be able to answer. Then, we categorized the characteristics and organized them into a hierarchy. We realized the learner model ontology by means of the ontology editor Protégé 5.2.0. We validated it by means of the reasoner Hermit 1.3.8.413 to demonstrate its completeness, expressiveness, and consistency.

On the way of constructing and building an ontological adaptive hypermedia, we plan in the next work to dig and detail all the aspects the “psychological state” facet that deals with learning styles, affective features, cognitive abilities, and metacognitive skills in order to enrich our ontology. The next steps would be the implementation of an integral module allowing the creation, search and update of the profiles via direct communication with the learner model ontology and the modeling of another ontology describing learning objects (domain model).
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